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Deep learning for water quality

Wei Zhi1,2, Alison P. Appling    3, Heather E. Golden    4, Joel Podgorski    5 & 
Li Li    2 

Understanding and predicting the quality of inland waters are challenging, 
particularly in the context of intensifying climate extremes expected in the 
future. These challenges arise partly due to complex processes that regulate 
water quality, and arduous and expensive data collection that exacerbate 
the issue of data scarcity. Traditional process-based and statistical models 
often fall short in predicting water quality. In this Review, we posit that 
deep learning represents an underutilized yet promising approach that can 
unravel intricate structures and relationships in high-dimensional data. We 
demonstrate that deep learning methods can help address data scarcity 
by filling temporal and spatial gaps and aid in formulating and testing 
hypotheses via identifying influential drivers of water quality. This Review 
highlights the strengths and limitations of deep learning methods relative 
to traditional approaches, and underscores its potential as an emerging 
and indispensable approach in overcoming challenges and discovering new 
knowledge in water-quality sciences.

Artificial intelligence (AI) has been used for data processing since the 
1930s and 1940s1,2. In World War Two, the Turing machine, an early form 
of AI, saved an estimated 20 million lives by decoding data encrypted by 
the German Enigma3. The term ‘deep learning’, however, was not coined 
until 19864, after the emergence of classic algorithms such as recurrent 
neural network (RNN) and convolutional neural network (CNN) in the 
1970s (Boxes 1 and 2). Deep learning (DL), an AI method characterized 
by multiple hidden layers (≥2), has experienced a recent renaissance 
since 20065,6. This renaissance has been catalysed by novel algorithms 
without the need for domain expertise and human supervision and 
the advent of graphical and tensor processing units (GPUs and TPUs). 
These advances have enabled automatic extraction of complex pat-
terns and relationships7, igniting an explosion of applications in almost 
every discipline. Earth and environmental sciences are no exception8. 
DL has been used for predicting flooding and sediments since the late 
1990s9, although its expanded use in hydrology is relatively recent 
(since 2016)10,11. The application of DL in water quality, however, has 
lagged behind12,13 (Box 2).

Here we posit that DL presents promising opportunities for 
addressing water-quality challenges where process-based, statistical, 

and even other machine learning (ML) approaches have frequently 
fallen short, particularly because DL can predict water quality and 
fill data gaps by leveraging diverse, widely available data. In particu-
lar, DL can predict sparsely measured water-quality variables and 
detect patterns in highly complex relationships. Here we (1) describe 
the challenges in water-quality sciences that DL can help to resolve,  
(2) review opportunities for DL in water quality prediction, particularly 
in addressing data scarcity and in fostering new knowledge, (3) intro-
duce emerging tools such as process-guided DL (PGDL), differentiable 
modelling (DM) and explainable DL (XDL) methods, and 4) offer a 
forward-looking perspective on the future of water-quality prediction.

This Review focuses on current literature and future directions of 
DL particularly on water-quality-related topics. Review papers on AI 
and ML applications in other topics abound, including, for example, a 
general DL introduction7, DL in hydrology9,14 and ecosystem science15, 
and ML in marine science16, environmental and water management17,18, 
crop yield mapping19, environmental science and engineering20, inland 
water quantity, quality and ecology21, decision-relevant prediction 
and management13, and differentiable modelling22, to name just a few. 
Interested readers are referred to these reviews on relevant topics.
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frequent and prolonged duration of hypoxia in a warming climate25, and 
persistent and widespread harmful algal blooms (HABs)26. Understand-
ing and predicting water quality are therefore imperative but have faced 
major challenges. First, water chemistry is complex and encompasses 
many variables. For example, the US Geological Survey maintains an 
inventory of up to 24,898 water-quality variables across 17 categories 
(https://help.waterdata.usgs.gov/codes-and-parameters/parameters). 
In this Review, we cast a wide but incomplete net by searching the litera-
ture for DL modelling of common water-quality term (Supplementary 
Text). Their transport and fate are regulated by interacting, complex 
processes under distinct environmental conditions. These multiple lay-
ers of complexity make it challenging to measure, model, understand 
and predict water quality.

Challenges with data scarcity
Data collection and measurements are the foundation of scientific 
discovery. They enable the formulation of hypotheses and the devel-
opment of conceptual and numerical models. Compared with stream-
flow, water-quality data, however, are often more sparse, inconsistent, 
and limited in time, space and frequency27 (Fig. 1), partly owing to the 
complexity of water-quality variables. Common water-quality meas-
urements include water temperature (WT), total suspended solids 
(TSS), dissolved oxygen (DO), biological and chemical oxygen demand, 
salinity, specific conductance, turbidity, sediments, clarity, alkalin-
ity, chlorophyll a (chl a), carbon and nutrients in various forms (for 
example, dissolved organic carbon, nitrate (NO3), total nitrogen (TN), 
total phosphorous (TP) and toxic metals (for example, arsenic, lead). 
Most water-quality variables still require manual and labour-intensive 
measurements using ‘grab samples’ and chemical analysis using large, 
complex analytical instruments, in contrast to hydrological data (for 
example, precipitation, streamflow, evapotranspiration and snow 
depth) that are often measured automatically27. Although sensors 
have been developed for hundreds of water-quality variables28, their 
in situ deployment for routine, automatic measures are limited in 
location, duration and water-quality variables (for example, WT, DO, 
specific conductance, nutrients, dissolved organic carbon). Even for 
the most abundantly measured TSS, the global average is limited to 29 
data counts per station, 1.1% of days with data and a record duration of 
4.2 years (Fig. 1), compared with 12,066, 84% and 38 years for stream-
flow. Some sites do have long-term water-quality records, although 
they are a small fraction of the total (outliers in Supplementary Fig. 1).

In addition, data availability is highly heterogeneous: approxi-
mately 83% of global TSS data comes from 17% of the sampled rivers, pre-
dominantly in North America. Other variables have even lower coverages 
(Fig. 1b–d). An additional limitation of grab samples is that water-quality 
monitoring often fails to capture the full range of streamflow regimes 
(for example, transient peak flow), often leading to bias in modelling 
water quality. Furthermore, monitoring efforts are often patchy, tai-
lored to address specific environmental concerns, such as a summer 
algal bloom event or metal pollution resulting from a mine-waste spill. 
These localized, short-term datasets may have limited applicability 
for broader assessments or long-term trend analyses. Note that most 
examples in the following section are US based due to the availability of 
openly accessible, long-term water-quality datasets; however, relevant 
DL studies in other global locations are discussed wherever possible.

Challenges with model prediction
Predicting water-quality dynamics remains a major challenge yet is 
essential for water management, risk mitigation and climate adapta-
tion29. Linear statistical approaches, including those integrating mass 
balances, are meaningful screening tools to assess drivers (for example, 
climate, urbanization, agricultural expansion). They, however, are 
typically limited by the assumption of linear and/or stationary rela-
tionships between drivers, concentrations or loads of focal variables, 
and therefore cannot simulate changing dynamics and predict future 

Long-standing challenges in water quality
Water quality has been degrading worldwide under the compound 
stresses of direct and indirect human influence23, including increased 
pollution loads from urbanization and agricultural expansion24, more 

Box 1

Deep learning glossary
Artificial intelligence (AI) broadly describes machine intelligence 
that can simulate human intelligence, such as learning, reasoning 
and problem solving.

Machine learning (ML) is a subfield of AI that uses algorithms and 
statistical models to enable machines to learn from data and make 
predictions or decisions without being explicitly programmed.

Neural network (NN) is a type of ML algorithm inspired by the 
structure and function of biological neural networks in human brain. 
It includes neurons as the basic building blocks that are organized 
into input, output and hidden layers.

Deep learning (DL) is a subset of neural network with deeper 
networks, typically with multiple hidden layers (≥2).

DL techniques include recurrent neural network (RNN), 
convolutional neural network (CNN), autoencoder, long short-
term memory (LSTM), deep belief network (DBN), gated recurrent 
unit (GRU), generative adversarial network (GAN) and transformer. 
Detailed information on their structure and function can be found 
in refs. 9,21. Other DL-related acronyms used in this work include 
graphical processing units (GPUs), tensor processing units (TPUs), 
stochastic gradient descent (SGD), process-guided deep learning 
(PGDL), differentiable modelling (DM), explainable deep learning 
(XDL), integrated gradients (IG), expected gradients (EG), Shapley 
additive explanations (SHAP) and local interpretable model-agnostic 
explanations (LIME).

Although different DL algorithms share the common feature of 
having multiple hidden layers to automatically learn from raw data, 
CNN is well suited for spatial analysis tasks such as processing 
image data, whereas RNN, LSTM, GRU and transformer are more 
suitable for sequential tasks such as time-series prediction. DBN is 
useful for feature extraction, for example, to identify commonalities 
among water bodies or water-quality patterns. Autoencoder and 
GAN can produce realistic complex data such as images and 
parameter maps and can also automatically detect anomalies, for 
example, contamination events in a water supply network142,143.

In a typical DL algorithm, raw input data are processed 
through multiple layers, each transforming data for automated 
extraction and learning of hierarchical, nonlinear and complex 
representations7. The advent of powerful computing resources, 
such as software to leverage GPUs and TPUs, has enabled the 
training of increasingly complex and deeper neural networks, 
boosting the breadth of DL applications. The advancement in 
structure also enhanced computational efficiency. For example, 
CNNs have utilized local connectivity, shared weights, pooling 
layers and deep architectures to reduce parameter numbers. RNNs 
use feedback connections and backpropagation through time 
to predict based on an entire sequence of steps, incorporating 
information about recent and cumulative events in the context 
of the timing and order of their occurrence. Although these 
techniques have been around for decades, their applications in 
water sciences have become prevalent only in recent years144.
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water-quality conditions. Other non-ML statistical models similarly 
have limited flexibility and adaptability to changing conditions. For 
example, LoadEST (Load Estimator)30 and WRTDS (Weighted Regres-
sions on Time, Discharge, and Season)31 are primarily based on the 
relationships between concentration, discharge and time. These esti-
mates can be compromised when these relationships vary and depend 
on unmodelled factors32. ML has gained popularity due to its ability to 
analyse and extract patterns from large and complex datasets without 
relying on explicit physical or chemical equations. However, traditional 
ML models often require manual engineering for feature extraction 
from input data and struggle to capture long-term temporal dependen-
cies in scarce data. This is particularly the case for water-quality data. 
For example, the global average TSS record duration is 4.2 years per 
site, far from sufficient for capturing long-term trends.

Process-based models are another model category for water-
quality predictions. These models typically solve ordinary or partial 
differential equations based on mass-balance principles of water and 
chemical variables and explicitly simulate underlying processes that 
govern water-quality dynamics. One of their major strengths is to 
provide insights into mechanisms of water-quality dynamics33, as 
they are guided by physics and chemistry principles. Process-based 
models, however, suffer from several major limitations. In most cases, 

we lack a comprehensive, mechanism-based understanding such that 
processes may not be accurately and adequately represented in the 
models34. Process-based models also require detailed data on a myriad 
of processes and properties35, including above- and below-ground 
characteristics, water flow, and biogeochemical processes, which are 
time-consuming and expensive to collect. Process-based models are 
also computationally expensive, particularly when simulating at large 
spatio-temporal scales and resolutions. They are also limited because 
extrapolation from one variable to another often requires different 
process representation and calibration data, and therefore model re-
development or re-calibration, even within the same watershed33. This 
is challenging because water-quality concerns vary by space and time.

Deep learning approaches
Strengths of DL approaches
DL approaches can provide high predictive accuracy36 and have the 
potential to address long-standing challenges facing traditional sta-
tistical and process-based models. DL models are flexible, adaptable, 
integrative, scalable and speedy. They are flexible, in that they can learn 
complex relationships from raw data without requiring a careful fea-
ture engineering of inputs and a detailed understanding of underly-
ing processes7, making them useful in deciphering high-dimensional 

Box 2

A brief history from AI to DL and beyond
The term AI was not coined until 1956 (inset in figure)145, although 
the idea originated in the 1930s and 1940s when Alan Turing first 
published about computing machinery and intelligence1,2. The 
concept of neural network was first proposed in 1943146; the first 
trainable neural network was demonstrated in 1958147. Although DL 
approaches such as RNN emerged as early as 1972148, the term ‘deep 
learning’ was not coined until 19864. The approach has been revived in 
representational learning since 20065, as detailed by Schmidhuber145.

DL has been used for prediction and knowledge discovery since 
the 1970s; shallow neural networks (for example, artificial neural 
network) have been used to predict water quality since the 1990s149,150. 
Yet DL application in water resources has gained momentum only 
in recent years. Early DL applications in hydrology (for example, 
flooding151 and river flow152) and water quality153,154  
(for example, chl a, coloured dissolved organic matter and sediment) 
used the multilayer perceptron neural network, although one hidden 
layer was sometimes used to reduce training time and overfitting155.  
A period of quiescent, scattered publications followed until 2017 
when the CAMELS database was published156,157. The CAMELS 
database inspired other datasets including Global Streamflow Indices 
and Metadata Archive (GSIM)136 and CAMELS in individual countries, 
and the global community dataset Caravan (published in 2023 and 
thus not shown on the curve that extends to 2022)158. These datasets 
likely have facilitated DL application in hydrology, as indicated by 
the skyrocketing rise (grey line in the figure), although some popular 
algorithms (for example, LSTM, RNN, CNN) have been around for two 
or three decades (inset in figure).

DL publications on water quality have lagged by a few years, 
with one-fifth and one-quarter of the publications compared with 
those in hydrology by 2021 and 2022, respectively, although part of 
the differences may arise from the community size differences.  
The advent of water-quality databases such as GEMStat159, Global River  
Chemistry (GLORICH) database160, Surface Water Chemistry (SWatCh)  
database161, Global River Water Quality Archive (GRQA)137 and CAMELS- 
Chem162 may similarly accelerate DL application in water quality.
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environmental data with poorly understood mechanisms. Second, they 
are adaptable, in that they can learn from new data without requiring 
substantial modifications of model structure. For example, the same 
model can often be used when new water-quality observations or man-
agement-relevant datasets become available. They are integrative, as 
they can extract hidden patterns and nonlinear representations from 
diverse data sources8, such as sensor data, satellite images and grab 
chemistry data that vary in availability and spatio-temporal coverage. 
They are scalable as they are designed to learn directly from data that 
already embed information on spatial and temporal scales9, which can 
reduce the need for model parameters at particular scales that are impor-
tant yet often unavailable via measurements. Such parameters include, 
for example, local hyporheic exchange and solute transformation rates. 
DL models are also speedy, as they take advantage of both hardware 
advances and optimization algorithms that are designed to efficiently 
traverse high-dimensional parameter space and converge quickly, ena-
bling the exploration of many environmental scenarios and prediction 
of many parameters across broad spatial and temporal extents.

In some instances, DL can also represent physical processes in 
climate and geoscience models, where these processes might be inad-
equately understood and coarsely modelled8,22. For example, deep 
neural networks (DNNs) have been applied to represent turbulent pro-
cesses in ocean models37 and atmospheric subgrid processes in climate 
models38 to minimize the prohibitive cost of running high-resolution 
physical models. The saved computational resources can then be real-
located to enhance simulations either by increasing ensemble sizes or 
by improving the model resolution39. These advantages and features, 
as well as the use of problem-specific DL architectures such as CNN for 
spatial analysis and RNN for time-series tasks (Box 1), are well suited 
to modelling the complex and spatiotemporally dynamic nature of 
water-quality conditions.

Limitations of DL approaches
Despite gaining tremendous momentum, DL models have limita-
tions. In addition to requiring significant computational resources  
such as GPUs and TPUs, DL models require enormous datasets to  
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Fig. 1 | Gauges through ages and across a few representative water-quality 
variables. a,b, Temporal trends of the number of global gauges reporting at least 
one data point for streamflow (Q) (a) and water quality (b), with data from the 
Global Streamflow Indices and Metadata Archive (GSIM)136 and the Global River 
Water Quality Archive (GRQA)137, respectively. The inset maps show global gauge 
locations. c,d, The outliers in Supplementary Fig. 1. The 25%, 50% (middle line) 
and 75% percentiles of data length (c) and temporal coverage (d). Streamflow Q 
has a total of 374 million data points from 30,959 sites, whereas TSS has a total of 
~2 million data points from 68,592 sites. Other variables include TP (1.9 million 
data points from 44,943 sites), DO (1.2 million data points from 48,066 sites), NO3 
(1.2 million from 44,551 sites) and particulate organic carbon (POC; 0.62 million 
data points from 22,877 sites). The length (yr, c) is the number of years that 
have data points. The coverage (%, d) is the temporal coverage percentage 

with data points in days. Streamflow (Q) gauging started in the United States in 
the 1880s and increased steadily until 1960s138, when gauges began to expand 
across Europe and other continents (a). A decrease in streamflow gauges since 
2015 may indicate withering investment139, or a latency in data mobilization: it 
takes time for new observations to become publicly available. The first gauge 
for TSS, the most abundant water-quality variable, was established in the 
United States in 1898137 (b), almost 20 years after the first streamflow gauge. 
The spike in observations in the 1970s probably arose from the substantial 
water infrastructure investments from the Clean Water Act140. Noticeable 
declines followed around 1980 and 1995 are possibly due to funding cuts141. 
Observations in the GLORICH database extend only until 2011 (see breakdown in 
Supplementary Fig. 2), leading to another decline after 2010 (b).
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train effectively. Without sufficient data, they are prone to overfit-
ting9. That is, they become too closely tailored to the training data 
and fail to aptly generalize to new conditions. In other words, DL  
models are only as good as their data; if they have not seen enough 
data, for example, under extreme conditions, they cannot learn to 
extract the input–output relationship under these conditions and 
are not better than traditional models. In hydrology, the availabil-
ity of large benchmark datasets (for example, Catchment Attrib-
utes and Meteorology for Large-Sample Studies (CAMELS)) has 
evolved concurrently with fast-growing DL applications (Box 2). DL  
applications in water quality have grown comparatively slowly, 
potentially indicating data limitations as a bottleneck (Fig. 1 and  
Box 2). DL models are additionally criticized as being ‘black boxes’ and 
lack interpretability and generalizability, such that it is challenging 
to understand mechanisms and extrapolate beyond training data. 
These limitations have triggered advances in PGDL, as discussed in  
later sections.

Deep learning for data-scarcity challenges
The challenges of data scarcity cannot be resolved overnight. Data 
collection requires investments in physical and human resources and 
technological innovations, including the development of new sen-
sors that can automatically measure variables under more frequent 
and intensifying extreme conditions. Yet the need to understand and 
predict water quality is urgent as we face pressing water-quality issues 
under changing climate conditions and human stresses. With ample 
data, DL models can predict water quality at times and locations with-
out observations (spatial and temporal data filling) and help discover 
new information through model and data interrogation. In fact, recent 
work has leveraged publicly available data, including satellite imagery 

and hydrometeorology data, to predict water quality in surface and 
subsurface waters with scarce data.

Spatial data filling in chemically ungauged basins
Prediction from well-monitored to ungauged and unmonitored loca-
tions has been a long-standing challenge. DL models have recently 
shown promises in making prediction for chemically ungauged basins. 
Water-quality data in monitored locations have been used to build 
models together with hydrometeorological data, remote-sensing data 
or spatial features such as basin characteristics, and then extrapolate 
to ungauged rivers. For example, a continental-scale long short-term 
memory (LSTM) model trained with DO data from 480 US rivers made 
robust predictions in 100 rivers where data were purposely excluded 
from the training dataset to resemble ungauged rivers40 (Fig. 2). LSTMs 
trained with process-based model predictions and WT observations 
from 145 well-monitored lakes achieved better performance than a 
pure process-based model of lake temperature when transferred to 
1,882 less-monitored lakes in the Midwest United States41. A deep gated 
recurrent unit (GRU) model combined satellite images with relatively 
limited in situ measurements (that is, 1,260 pairs of water-clarity data 
from 399 lakes) to infer water clarity in 16,475 global lakes with little 
or no data42. Spatially explicit DL models have filled spatial gaps using 
the effects of unmonitored reaches on their neighbours to infer water 
quality at all reaches. Spatial relationships among stream reaches have 
been represented through graph convolution on an adjacency matrix 
based on stream distance43 or travel time44 for temperature prediction, 
or even detailed process-based routing within a DL context for stream-
flow prediction45. Such relationships can be made more nuanced by 
learning more specifics of reaches, such as those with reservoirs and 
those without46 or for learned clusters of physically similar reaches47.
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predict DO dynamics in 100 ‘chemically ungauged basins’ (blank white region 
with triangles in US map; e), where data were excluded during training. f, The DL 
model robustly reproduced the long-term (1980–2019) DO trends and seasonal 
variations (zoom in) in these ‘data excluded’ rivers, indicating its potential in 

predicting DO in chemically ungauged basins. In d, Xt, Ct and ht represent the 
input, cell state and hidden state at the current timestep t, respectively. The 
symbols σ and tanh refer to sigmoid and tanh functions, respectively. Pink circles 
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Temporal data filling
DL models have been used to predict time series of water quality by 
incorporating spatial features, temporal correlations and nonlinearity 
without prior assumptions. Such capabilities underscore its potential 
for effectively filling temporal data gaps. For example, using time series 
of intensively measured hydrometeorological data, sparse DO data 
and static watershed characteristics as inputs, a trained LSTM model 
predicted daily DO in hundreds of US rivers12,40 (Fig. 2). A regional multi-
site LSTM model reproduced and gap-filled daily NO3 measurements 
at 42 monitored stream reaches in Iowa48 with improved performance 
(Supplementary Table 1). Furthermore, a modified LSTM model49 
combined hydrometeorological data and physical properties of lakes  
(for example, coordinates, elevation, surface area) and predicted daily 
WT from 1980 to 2020 in 185,549 US lakes50. LSTM models have also used 
spatial information from adjacent groundwater wells to enhance the 
accuracy of temporal gap filling for specific conductance, especially for 
large decadal gaps in the Columbia River51. Another study demonstrated 
that an LSTM model outperformed other ML models (for example, 
support vector machine, single-layer perceptron) in predicting daily 
TSS concentrations in a Malaysian river52. A hybrid encoder–decoder 
bidirectional LSTM model showed higher accuracy than ML (extreme 
gradient boosting) and standalone DL methods in predicting daily 
sediment loads in the Godavari River Basin in India53.

Predicting data-scarce variables from data-rich surrogates
Water chemistry sensors have been increasingly deployed in recent 
years at temporal resolutions as fine as minutes; they, however, are 
limited to a handful of variables (for example, turbidity, specific con-
ductance, pH, WT, DO and NO3) with scant spatio-temporal coverage. 
Most water-quality variables are manually measured at low frequen-
cies (for example, monthly, quarterly). Traditional remote sensing 
for water quality has primarily focused on optically active variables 
such as chl a54, coloured dissolved organic matter DOM (DOM)55 and 
water clarity56 in large water bodies (oceans and large lakes and rivers); 
remote-sensing data often have insufficient spatial resolution for small 
rivers and streams.

Many water-quality variables, however, are intrinsically linked 
by shared transport dynamics, redox conditions and biogeochemi-
cal processes including, for example, soil respiration and nutrient 
transformation57. These relationships among variables have long been 
acknowledged and leveraged by surrogate regression models for sedi-
ments58, pesticides59 and nutrients60, among others. Data-rich vari-
ables can therefore provide information about data-poor variables. 
DL approaches are now beginning to explore this opportunity. For 
example, DL models have recently been used to estimate nutrients 
that are non-optically active, based on their correlations with optically 
active variables that were estimated via remote sensing. A backpropa-
gation neural network model trained with limited measurements and 
satellite-retrieved sea surface salinity and remote-sensing reflectance 
successfully estimated NO3 and phosphate concentrations61. Another 
DL model estimated TN and TP based on their correlations with chl a 
and remote-sensing reflectance, and further reconstructed spatio-
temporal patterns of nutrients from 1984 to 202062. These estimated 
variables can further predict other variables, such as dissolved carbon, 
that are less frequently measured but are essential for water quality, 
and CO2–climate feedbacks63. LSTM- and GRU-based models have been 
used to estimate TP and heavy metal concentrations (that is, copper, 
zinc) in urban sewer networks from commonly measured variables  
(for example, temperature, pH, conductivity)64,65.

Predicting groundwater quality from catchment properties
Earth’s subsurface, or the critical zone from soils to parent bedrock66, 
governs the storage and flow of groundwater, biogeochemical reac-
tions and chemical transport from groundwater to surface waters, 
and, therefore, surface water quality67. The subsurface, however, is not 

as readily accessible (for example, via boreholes or geophysics), such 
that below-ground data are even more scarce68,69.

Subsurface properties and functions are generally not as tem-
porally variable as those at the surface. Deep CNN-based DL mod-
els, therefore, are often used to extract spatial patterns. DL models 
have been shown to outperform traditional calibration approaches 
in estimating subsurface parameters, because they can directly infer 
parameters from observations and capture the high nonlinearity with 
fewer realizations70,71. For example, a deep CNN-based model recently 
used two-dimensional land-surface data, including digital elevation 
maps and remote-sensing images, to construct three-dimensional 
subsurface structures in an Australian desert landscape72. The model 
revealed complex relationships between surface and subsurface fea-
tures that are often obscured by traditional methods such as sequential 
Gaussian. The DL model automated a low-cost method to generate a 
three-dimensional subsurface structure that inherits the probabil-
ity structure of a real two-dimensional surface image. Another DNN 
model used widely available time-series streamflow data to estimate 
permeability, an essential property that determines flow rates that are 
arduous to measure directly73, outperforming traditional ensemble 
smoother methods.

Non-DL algorithms have also been used to estimate spatial vari-
ations of mean groundwater quality. For example, random forest and 
generalized boosted regression models have been increasingly applied 
to predict groundwater contaminants from local to global scales74–77.  
An ML model trained with groundwater chemistry (for example, 
alkalinity, Ca, Mg, turbidity) was used to detect anomalous methane 
in groundwater in areas of shale gas production across the United 
States78. ML models have also been used to fill global gaps of ground-
water contaminants including fluoride75 and arsenic74 (Fig. 3). In fact, 
groundwater chemistry may be better predicted by ML methods that 
can explicitly link environmental variables to spatial variability in 
groundwater chemistry but require fewer data. In many groundwater 
cases, predicting spatial variation may be more important than tem-
poral trends, because prediction maps can help identify areas of low 
groundwater quality. Future opportunities lie in developing DL models 
that can train well with scarce data. For instance, some groundwater 
solutes may originate from the same geological setting. In these cases, 
transfer models could be trained on a larger dataset and then used to 
perform learning on less-measured water-quality variables.

Deep learning for robust predictions
A common concern about DL is its limited generalizability, that is, 
capability to extrapolate beyond the training data9. Unlike traditional 
process-based models, DL models usually rely solely on patterns in 
training data, which may be scarce especially under climate extremes 
such as fires, floods and droughts57. Advances to improve model per-
formance with existing knowledge primarily reside in two directions: 
process-guided deep learning (PGDL) and differential modelling (DM). 
As shown in examples below, most existing applications of PGDL and 
DM are more in the realm of improving model prediction and parameter 
estimation. These approaches are expected to reveal process-based 
understanding and new knowledge but have yet to demonstrate such 
capabilities. PGDL and DM applications in water quality have been 
limited so far; we therefore also draw examples from hydrology to 
illustrate their potential use.

Process-guided deep learning
PGDL seeks to encode domain knowledge within otherwise domain-
agnostic model architectures and training algorithms79. By doing so, 
the PGDL model leverages well-established process knowledge and 
discourages violation of known principles, which also helps earn 
stakeholder trust such that stakeholders use model outputs more 
readily. An advantage of PGDL over DL is the improved accuracy and 
reliability beyond training conditions80. PGDL can also improve the 
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physical realism of DL predictions where data are limited, noisy or 
incomplete. One PGDL approach is to use output from process-based 
models (not necessarily calibrated) as additional training data81, which 
augments the availability of data. PGDL can also be achieved by using 
physically meaningful loss function terms, such as a penalty for the 
lack of mass or energy conservation82,83, or by adding asymmetric 
activation functions84 to enforce constraints imposed by underlying 
processes, such as flow, transport and energy balance. Loss terms 
and constraints that explicitly encode hydrological or biogeochemi-
cal knowledge may look much like process-based models, with the 
advantage that the PGDL elements are written in a DL language that 
provides automatic differentiation, that is, calculation of gradients of 
outputs relative to all model variables. PGDL thus overlaps with the 
emerging field of DM, which closely interweaves process-based model 
equations and neural networks in a single differentiable language85. As 
an example, a hybrid physics-guided RNN model for lake temperature86 
incorporated energy conservation and density–depth relations into 
the loss function as penalty terms. The model was pretrained using 
simulated energy budgets from the physics-based General Lake Model 
to initialize the network structure and fill in scarce data. The model 
performed better and can project to warmer and colder conditions 
beyond training data. Similarly, an LSTM model pretrained with an 
energy budget formulation and WT predictions from the General 
Lake Model performed robustly when extended to 68 lakes outside 
of the training conditions82.

Some PGDL methods additionally utilize multi-task learning, 
where DL models are trained to simultaneously predict related 

variables, such as streamflow and stream temperature, to encourage 
the learning of process-relevant information shared between vari-
ables87. For instance, a physics-informed neural network for subsurface 
solute transport88 incorporated Darcy’s law and advection–dispersion 
equations in a DL model and trained it together with hydraulic con-
ductivity, hydraulic head and solute concentrations. The approach 
predicted concentrations of a synthetic solute that better matched 
a synthetic dataset than the standard DL model, especially when the 
training data were sparse. The model accuracy further improved when 
multiple variables were jointly inverted. Compared with single-task 
models, jointly predicted stream temperature and flow may have better 
performance, especially when hyperparameters are carefully tuned87.

Differentiable modelling
DM aims to integrate process-based equations with DL models to simul-
taneously advance process representations, parameter estimation and 
predictive accuracy22. DM encodes existing knowledge and neural net-
works in an automatically differentiable programming language to reap 
the advantages of the physical underpinnings of process-based models 
and the learning capabilities of DL. DM includes physically meaningful 
parameters and equations that can be inspected and/or manipulated. 
DM can additionally approach the predictive accuracy of purely data-
driven DL, suggesting that the DL components of a DM model can learn 
relationships that are encoded by process-based components. Recent 
analyses showed that DM with a physical model as the backbone can 
outperform pure DL, yielding more accurate regional extrapolation of 
streamflow with respect to daily metrics and decadal trends80. Similarly, 
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scarce groundwater chemistry. Figure adapted with permission from ref. 74, 
AAAS.
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embedding the hydrologic model EXP-HYDRO within an RNN structure 
and augmenting it with neural network layers accurately captured 
snow water equivalent and transferred streamflow prediction across 
different rivers89. A recent work introduced neural networks to substi-
tute ordinary differential equations for representing hydrologic pro-
cesses90. The results showed comparable performance to DL methods, 
surpassing a conceptual hydrologic model in streamflow prediction 
for 569 US rivers while retaining the interpretability of the conceptual 
model. Furthermore, a process-based model integrated an advective 
dispersion equation with a river network graph and predicted stream 
WT more accurately in data-sparse situations44.

Deep learning for knowledge discovery
DL approaches have been criticized as being ‘black boxes’9: the algo-
rithms find the optimal combination of layers and weight functions to 
fit data without offering insights into mechanisms. Such a black-box 
approach does not reveal its inner workings and new knowledge of 
processes. With increasing awareness of this limitation, the pursuit of 
methods to judge the trustworthiness of DL approaches is growing, aim-
ing to turn black boxes into transparent glass boxes for interpretability 
and knowledge discovery (Fig. 4). The toolbox of such techniques is 
growing91. Explainable deep learning (XDL) approaches aim to illumi-
nate the ‘black box’ by evaluating model ‘reasoning’, interpreting model 
decisions, and extracting patterns and drivers (Fig. 4). XDL includes 
model-agnostic and model-specific approaches that identify and rank 
important features, relationships and mechanisms that contribute to 

model predictions92. Model-agnostic concepts include integrated gra-
dients93, expected gradients94, Shapley additive explanations (SHAP)95 
and surrogate models such as local interpretable model-agnostic expla-
nations (LIME)96. They do not require a specific model structure and 
therefore can provide comparable outputs for different models. Model-
specific approaches include attention mechanisms, saliency maps 
and decision trees, and can tailor explanations for specific models (for 
example, transformers, CNNs and tree-based algorithms, respectively). 
These techniques elucidate ‘behaviours’ of deep learning97,98 and sup-
port hypothesis generation. Hypothesis testing is essential for falsifying 
assumptions and theories and uncovering potentially overlooked pat-
terns and correlations99. Consequently, this process fosters knowledge 
discovery, enhances process-based understanding, and facilitates more 
interpretable prediction and informed decision-making.

XDL has been used mostly in understanding temporal trends, 
spatial patterns, and predominant drivers of streamflow, water tem-
perature (WT), and a limited number of water-quality variables. For 
example, XDL has been used to understand the spatial relationships 
of stream temperature and the seasonal importance of streamflow 
versus wind and air pressure in controlling saltwater intrusion into 
the Delaware River100. Saliency maps have been used to highlight the 
most important regions of an input image for predicting streamflow98, 
suggesting that global sea surface temperatures influence river flows 
via atmospheric convection and teleconnections. Another study used 
SHAP values and identified WT, DO and TP as the most influential driv-
ers of riverine chl a, a widely used indicator of harmful algae blooms 
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Fig. 4 | A conceptual diagram showing the ideas and approaches from black 
boxes to glass boxes towards robust model performance and knowledge 
discovery. The efforts include using PGDL (purple), DM and XDL (green) along 
with revealing visualizations. Domain knowledge can be integrated into DL at 
various stages, such as selecting important features, pretraining DL models 
using outputs from process-based models and multi-task learning. Alternatively, 
process-guided loss functions or differentiable process-based modules 

(for example, dashed box) can be used to incorporate mass conservation, 
energy balance, flow transport or other process knowledge to enhance model 
performance. Knowledge discovery can emerge from accurate predictions 
themselves, from inspecting variables and learned parameters within the model 
itself (for example, internal signals), and from XDL. XDL includes common post 
hoc methods such as integrated gradients (IG), expected gradients (EG), SHAP 
and LIME, and model-specific methods such as attention mechanisms.
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(HABs)101. A DNN model predicted a variety of water-quality variables, 
from which SHAP values identified the most influential factors102. In 
addition, hybrid models integrating existing knowledge and DL are 
promising in potentially advancing both prediction accuracy and 
process-based understanding. For example, a hybrid model for lake 
phosphorous combined an RNN model with ecological principles 
(for example, power scaling)103. The model predicted short-term and 
long-term variations in observed phosphorous with high accuracy, 
outperforming the process-based model and RNN alone. The model 
identified lake level and thermocline depth as the most important driv-
ers of phosphorous loads and revealed a decade-long downwards trend 
as contributing to the long and slow change in phosphorous loads. The 
model further suggested that including an additional temperature 
component can improve the process-based model.

The future of deep learning in water quality
As DL becomes increasingly applied, tested and improved in old and 
new regimes, DL will probably become increasingly trustworthy for 
predicting future water quality under various management, policy, 
climate and socioeconomic scenarios. As Earth’s climate evolves, cli-
mate extremes such as floods, droughts, cyclones and fires will become 
more frequent and severe. Such extremes often alter concentrations 
and loads of sediments and solutes by orders of magnitude57,104. During 
extreme wildfires, for example, sediment-loaded water often over-
whelms water treatment plants105; during droughts, DO often drops 
to critically low levels and endangers aquatic ecosystems106. Water-
quality hindcast and near-term forecasts, therefore, will be essential 
for designing water infrastructure and making real-time decisions 
on water and ecosystem management. In addition, the growing chal-
lenges of water-quality management will make trustworthy forecasts 
and scenario projections increasingly valuable. DL can be potentially 
leveraged not only for extreme events forecasting but also for general 
management such as identifying pollution sources107, optimizing moni-
toring networks108 and management decisions109, and automatically 
monitoring water quality54,110. Such predictions are critical for adapt-
ing to climate changes and mitigating the impact of extreme events.

Approaches for hindcasts and forecasts will continue to face 
challenges of data scarcity and incomplete process understanding, 
although the approaches described above can begin to ameliorate 
these challenges. Furthermore, new developments in alternative 
methods such as Bayesian modelling111, evolutionary algorithms112 
and transfer learning113, as well as their hybrid use with DL models, 
could be leveraged for improved prediction. For example, a DL-guided 
evolutionary algorithm was trained to use sensor data to identify con-
tamination sources and improve computational efficiency and model 
performance114. A transfer-learning-based LSTM model captured the 
long-term dependencies among time series and leveraged knowledge 
learned from complete datasets, improving imputation accuracy by 
15–25% for DO concentration115.

Existing work on water quality, whether using traditional DL, XDL, 
PGDL or DM, has only scratched the surface of our capacity to learn 
from DL models. Most work has been limited to a few variables such 
as WT and DO that are largely influenced by meteorological condi-
tions, sediment and phosphorus that are primarily driven by discharge 
regimes, as well as optically active variables such as chl a and coloured 
DOM that can be directly inferred from the spectral signatures of sat-
ellite images. For now, every addition to the literature is valuable in 
developing our sense of what is possible and how to make the best pos-
sible use of DL, not only in practical uses such as forecasting extreme 
events but also in further developing theories and insights that drive 
water-quality dynamics.

Prediction for extreme events and climate scenarios
Water management under extreme conditions traditionally relies on 
human expertise (for example, subjective detection thresholds) and 

ensemble models for extreme weather prediction. However, models 
such as LSTM have shown promise in forecasts under extreme condi-
tions with lead times of up to days116. As extreme events intensify and 
alter water quality, traditional process-based models may be limited 
by our understanding of water-quality theory under extreme condi-
tions57. Existing data, if measured under extreme conditions (a big 
‘if’ for water quality), may already contain valuable information that 
surpasses our current understanding117. Such hidden knowledge in 
data can be leveraged in DL models to forecast water quality under 
extreme conditions. As an example, HABNet, a model that combines 
CNN and LSTM, has discriminated between HAB and non-HAB events 
using remote-sensing data, outperforming historical methods54. An 
integrated PGDL and data assimilation approach forecasted daily WT 
up to 7 days in advance with accuracy and quantified uncertainties109, 
enabling water management decisions such as reservoir water release 
when WT rose above a fish tolerance threshold.

Such existing work is only the tip of the iceberg. We anticipate that 
DL-based forecasting will expand beyond algae blooms and WT. The 
bottleneck of such forecasting is still sufficient data under extreme con-
ditions118. To train well, DL models have to see sufficient input to output 
response to figure out trends and patterns. Extreme conditions chal-
lenge data collection, because physical conditions during, for example, 
floods, often prevent manual data collection but also knock out sensors 
used for automatic data collection. Extreme events, although predicted 
to occur more frequently, will still occur less frequently such that the 
temporal window for monitoring is fleeting. Advances in technology 
for robust and automatic measurements are essential in both gushing 
waters and in close-to-zero-flow dry riverbeds119.

Predicting the future and projecting hypothetical scenarios into 
the future demand more than a capability for hindcasts. Data-driven 
models of all kinds (statistical, ML broadly and DL specifically) may 
predict accurately on training data but fail spectacularly under new 
input conditions. Generalizability demands that new conditions we 
wish to project are represented in the training datasets, which is often 
not the case. XDL can help evaluate the physical realism of DL predic-
tions under diverse conditions, and PGDL can encourage DL models 
to encode physically realistic relationships. Rigorous tests of new DL 
models are needed with respect to generalizability. These include 
conducting spatio-temporal extrapolation tests in ungauged basin 
and future (lead) forecast, as well as in benchmark tests against other 
established methods or models. These tests will offer the capability to 
represent complex processes and project to new scenarios with more 
confidence and transparency, supporting decision-makers in antici-
pating and responding to water-quality challenges. Progress has been 
made with encouraging preliminary findings82,100; DL generalizability, 
however, should not be taken for granted.

Diversifying data sources to combat data scarcity
The challenges of data scarcity will continue, because data collection 
requires investment, human resources and innovation. Data scarcity 
can be ameliorated with expanded use of traditional DL, PGDL and 
DM in conjunction with observations of surrogates and other biogeo-
chemically related predictors. However, data ‘generated’ by DL-based 
approaches should be used with caution. Another approach is to lever-
age an even wider diversity of data sources. For example, hydrology 
data are much more available than water-quality data. Remote-sensing 
data, social media data and citizen science data have become widely 
available. Social media posts, including text, pictures and videos, have 
been mined for flood-water level estimation120, flood assessment121 
and water-quality classification122. Citizen science has also become 
increasingly useful in hydrological and water-quality research123–125. 
Cost-effective crowdsourced monitoring can additionally engage the 
public, thereby enhancing the long-term sustainability of monitoring 
networks123. For example, community-based monitoring provides 
water-quality data (for example, pH, WT, electrical conductivity) in 
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Chile124 and Australia126 (https://www.waterwatch.org.au). Citizen 
science data, however, may be challenging for water-quality variables, 
as measurements of most solutes require expensive technology and 
changes in solute concentrations are often invisible. Yet they can 
potentially provide ‘complementary’ information on environmen-
tal conditions or human behaviour for DL models to learn, infer and 
forecast water quality.

Seeking new knowledge
Earth’s subsurface governs water storage, transport and the generation 
of water-quality variables via biogeochemical reactions127, therefore 
regulating the chemistry of subsurface source water that eventually 
enters rivers and lakes57. In fact, a significant portion of surface waters 
derive from soil water and groundwater128. Surface water chemistry 
therefore reflects water flow paths and its interactions with soils, rocks, 
microbes and roots that mobilize solutes and sediments129. Existing 
theories and empirical relationships abound depicting how physical, 
chemical and biological processes mobilize solids and solutes40,43,130. 
Simultaneous use of both process-based and DL models, whether inde-
pendently or within a coupled framework, can inspire new hypotheses 
about mechanisms and drivers of water-quality dynamics (Fig. 4).

XDL tools can potentially be used to compare PGDL and non-PGDL 
models and reveal what the models can learn differently when we ask 
and/or enable them to better conform to a physics-based reality. Inter-
rogating XDL of multi-task models may reveal influential predictors or 
latent variables the models learn to produce and share among multiple 
variables. The learned relationships can further generate hypotheses. 
Theories and process-based equations combined with DL modules in 
the DM framework may also enable rapid calibration and comparison 
of competing process representations for hypothesis testing22. In 
addition, model interrogation with different types of input can reveal 
influential drivers. For example, assessment of model performance 
with different inputs have revealed temperature as the predominant 
driver of daily DO in US rivers40. Robust model training offers consistent 
‘data’ output with filled gaps, which can enable extraction of temporal 
trends and spatial patterns. For example, a multi-task LSTM model 
trained on WT and DO data in about 800 rivers revealed that rivers 
warm up most rapidly in urban rivers and lose oxygen most rapidly 
in agricultural rivers, and that they lose oxygen faster than oceans131. 
These approaches could open doors for knowledge discovery.

The opportunities for combined XDL, PGDL and DM to inform 
knowledge exist, although they have yet to realize their full potential. 
Current DL research has focused more on approaches and model per-
formance than on knowledge discovery. The emerging data (whether 
original observation or model filled) and knowledge from these 
approaches can have far-reaching impacts, not only on water-quality 
prediction but also on broad understanding of processes that shape 
global biogeochemical cycles of carbon, nutrients and other elements, 
and climate feedbacks132.

In summary, while transparent, interpretable process-based and 
statistical models will remain important for predicting water quality, 
DL models can potentially overcome long-standing data limitations 
and predictive challenges inherent to these traditional approaches. 
DL approaches, however, are only as robust as the quality and quantity 
of the available data. Data and observations are the bedrock of all sci-
entific discoveries133,134. Without intercepted messages, Turing could 
not have decoded Enigma135. Similar to children learning to speak, DL 
models must ‘see’ or ‘hear’ enough data to decipher hidden patterns 
and laws. Using diverse data sources, including remote sensing, social 
media content, citizen science data, surrogate water-quality measure-
ments and process-based model outputs, can potentially improve our 
ability to leverage DL for understanding and predicting water quality. 
Despite these additional sources, data availability will probably remain 
the bottleneck of DL applications in water quality. Paradoxically, with 
the ‘right’ amount of data, DL models can help predict water quality in 

time and space, filling data gaps and reconstructing long-term data. A 
potential future direction is to integrate DL and process-based mod-
els (for example, PGDL, DM), harnessing their individual merits for 
improved prediction, transparency, and knowledge discovery.

We predict that the emergent power of DL approaches for improv-
ing global water quality will be realized through: (1) collating publicly 
available spatial and temporal data and exploring their relation-
ships with water-quality variables for spatio-temporal prediction;  
(2) bringing new tools and fresh eyes to discover hidden patterns, pro-
cesses and relationships that regulate water-quality dynamics; and 3) 
predicting future and unmonitored water-quality conditions to explore 
options for managing and mitigating water-quality impairments under 
climate extremes, and broadly in a rapidly changing world. The out-
come could have far-reaching impacts not only in water-quality fields 
but also broadly in understanding and predicting the future of global 
cycles of carbon, nutrients, other elements and beyond.

Data availability
Streamflow data (Fig. 1a) from the Global Streamflow Indices and 
Metadata Archive (GSIM) were compiled from repositories at https://
doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.887477 and https://doi.org/10.1594/PAN-
GAEA.887470. Water-quality data (Fig. 1b) from the Global River Water 
Quality Archive (GRQA) were downloaded from https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.7056647.
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